
Practice exam Algorithm ics
Monday 7 April2014 13:00-16:00 lCDuppenhal

Instruclions:
- Write your answers using the separate answer sheet. You will not require any

loose paper.
- Please fill in the details on that sheet completely.
- Write clearly and neatly.
- The exam consists of 20 multiple choice questions.
- All questions have the same weight.
- Unless stated otherwise, all questions just have one right answer.

NOTE: you must hand in the complete exam and the answer sheet.
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Question 1.

The following values are given:
^-1.a.')d--L.z.J,
a(3) 9 ;

Which of the equations is true (select only one):

a) Iength (a) :: 1

b) length(a) :: 3

c) Iength (a) 9

d) the statements result in an effor message

Question 2.
The following values are given:

a:ll2 358132L 341 i
b : find (a>:7) ;

Which of the equations is true:

a)b::1723sl
b) b :: tB 73 27 24)
c) b :: t5 6 7 Bl
d)b::lr234l

Question 3.
The following function is given:

function ans : test (n)
ifn::0

ans :. ,-yes, ;
elseif n::9 ll n ) 10

ans : tmaybet ;
else

ans : 'not ;
end

end

alongside the following code fragment:

test (d)

For which value or values generated by the variable d is the result 'no ' (select only

one):
a) ...-4, -3, -2,
b) ...-4, -3, -2,
c) ...-4, -3, -2,
d) ...-4, -3, -2,
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-L, 0, !, 2, 3, 4, 5,
-7, 0, 7, 2, 3, 4, 5,
-L, 7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
-7, 7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

6r'l , B, 10
61 7, B, 9, 10
7, B, 10
7, B, 9, 10
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Question 4.
The following code is given:

for a : 1:3:11
b(a) : a

end
The result is (select only one):

a)b::t1411
b)b::11 4'7 111

c)b::t.1 004007
d)b::t1oo4oo1

00
00

101

10 111

Question 5.
Which of the following while loops produces the same result as the loop in question 4

(select only one):

a) a:1i
while a <: 11

b(a) :a;
a:a+3i

end

ct-f,,

while a (: 11
b(a) : a ;

end

1-
d.-L,

while a (: 11
-r2.d-arJ,

b(a) : a ;
end

d) None of the above

b)

c)
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Question 6.
Given is:

i -: 0)
i-3;
I L) - ! L ,

Which of the following is true? (select only one)

a) After this loop has finished, a has value [ 0 2 ]
b) After this loop has finished, a has value [ -1 0 0 2]
c) Afterthisloophasfinished,ahasvalue l-1 0 0 2 0 0 5l
d) The loop never finishes.

Question 7.
Someone writes the following function:

function fvalue, number] : X ( a, b)
loc : length(a) ;
number : 0 i
while (loc > 0)

if (a (l-oc) :: b)
number:number+1 i

end
loc:l-oc-L;

end
val-ue:number)0;

end

Which of the following is not true when calling this function with [w, p ] :X (a, b )

(select only one):

a) If w :: true then b ispresentasavaluein a
b) If w :: true then a(p) :: b
c) If w :: false then p :: 0

d) If b is not present in vector a, then w :: f alse

i:6;
while (

j

a (i
end
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Question 8.
The following values are given:

A : true
B : false

Determine the value of each of the following expressions:

E1 :(AllB) &&(AllB)
E2 : (-(A && B)) ll (A && B)
E3: (-A ll B) && (A && B)

Which of the following is correct (select only one):

a)

b)
c)
d)

691
141

L11

6sl

:rl

b) *= H

E1 ::
E1 ::
rarjl __

E1 ::

true E2 ::
true E2 ::
true E2 ::
false E2 ::

true E3 :: false
true E3 :: true
false E3 :: false
true E3 :: true

Question 9.
Consider the following matrix multiplication:

What is the correct result? (Select only one)

a) * =lfn l;l

*: [] 3l 
. [? 3]

c) * =l':

d) o: [:;

Question 10.
Consider (N*1.{) matrices A, B and C with A x B : C. Assume that the inverse.matrices of
A, B and C exist. Which of the following statements is not correct (select only one):

a) CxAxB = C x C

b) B = A-Lx C

c) B = C* A-L
d) CxAxB*C-L = C
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Question 11.
which of the following matrices does have an inverse? (Select only one)

a) tl '-1

b) [111, L11l

c) li ?:l
d) [1 sl
' L3 151

Question 12.
Consider the following matlab function:

function result : rf1 (N)
if N::0

result : 1;
else

resul_t: N * rf1 (N+1);
end

which of the following requirements for recursive functions has not been met?
If all requirements are met, check option rv. (Select only one answer)

a) A recursive function evokes itself or a clone of itself
b) There is an end-condition which ends the recursive process
c) This end-condition must be met eventually
d) AIIthe requirements have been met

Question 13.
Assume the following recursive matlab function:

function result : rf2 (N)
if N::0

result : 1;
else

result : N * rf2(N-2);
end

Which of the following results cannot be achieved with this function (select only one):
al rf2 (4) :: B

b) rf2 (3) :: 3
c) rf2(0) :: 1

dl rf2 (2) :: 2
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The sum of the frst n integers is:

fs(n)= f;j=7

Whichofthefollowingmatlabfunctionscalculatesthesumofthefirstn
integers

correct$? (Select onlY one)

a) function result=fs
if (n:=0 )

result
el-se

result
end

(n)

: n + fs(n-1);

c)

i
I

i

function result:fs (n)
result = sum(0:n-1);

end

function resuft:fs (n)
result:0;
for i:1: n

result : result +

end

d) function result:fs (n)if 
'"--iiJ,r. : ,,

1lse result : resuft + fs (n-1);
end

Question 15.

irr*" that the /(x;) function values are known for a series of equidistant arguments x;

with i = 1,2,...n. Considerthe following integral: K - [: f @)dx

Which of the following statements concerning this integral-is not true (select only one):

a) The trapezoidal rule for numerical integration corresponds to a piecewise

linear approximation of the function f
by rhe t up"roiaui *le for numerical inlegration coresponds to a piecewise

cubic approximation of the function f
c) The cumulative sum cumsum can be used to calculate K as a function of the

uPPer limit b
d) The approximation of K is, in general, more accurate if the distances between the
- 

t,r"""tiire points lxi*t - xil are smaller

b)
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Question 16.

Pi:::T1"" f (x) functLon vatues are known for a series of arguments r; with

ilffH1i[?|fJ$fff]:ff"' does not approximate the nrst derivative orthe /
a) f@i+)-f(xi)

xi+r- xi

b) f@)- f (x;)
xi- xi-t

f (xi+)- f (xi-.\
2 (xia1- xi_1)

f (x*)- f (xi-.\
xi+t- xi_t

Question 17.
Considerthevalues a:I l, 2, 3, 4,5]which of the following matrab outputs is not correct? (Select only one)

a) >> size (cumsum (a) )ans :
1

b) >> size (diff (a) )ans :
1

>> diff (dif f (a)
ans =

000

>> sum (a)
ans :

15

c)

d)

c)

d)
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Question Ig.
Which ofthe follr
M atrab.r."r.nrr'.1in 

g options is hue?
tru"I"oiou. il;;"r: 

(telect onlv one)

a) Complex data structures that areb) Binary tuee
c) rwo-oimerlwith, 

cotour ffi;i:.0*endent on the input values

d) Three-d' 
rstonal arrays of the colo r typensional arrays ofthe r

Question 19. 
- * rEro vr urc ur^t8 type

Which of the follou
rh" .;;;;;d 

"i",Tl'*,*tions 
is t.ue? select onry one:rask) : w (mask)

a) places 
a colo

b) A1";;;.","n1" 
maP with the namr

varues orrn" ,11',1"1"i;"';#:te 
mask over the alravs nv and w

c) 
_Deretes ,,i;r"?t*"t$:?["i:l::::::'" 

respect'ive erements ornv ror rhe

d) Reads fhe values of an image in a file with the name mask
Question 20.

ffi [f jiir:ti,:T,H;,T;ff.,.,*1."i.,"1i",u,

a) The argument ; -"";"" - 
':*"1'(Select onlv one)

li : ;;"ffi;f;ffi',ftiffJ:Hhorthe,isrsx and yc) The ou@ut of tld) The function orT 
*'o'9n is 'true' or ,131"u ,

aws a polygon thatconnects the points x, y bystraight Iines
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Answers:

I(DupPenhal

question Risht answer

I B

2 C

J C

4 C

5 A
6 B

7 B

8 A

9 D

10 C

11 A
12 C

13 B

t4 C

t5 B

16 C

17 B

18 D

19 B

20 B


